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REPORT OF THE YUGOSLAV RED CROSS TO THE 
XIXth INTERNATIONAL RED GROSS CONFERENCE

I. INTRODUCTION

The Yugoslav Red Cross (YRC) is an independent organi
zation formed on a voluntary basis and directed by organs 
elected by its membership.

Thanks to the activity of large number of members the YRC 
ccfrries out the tasks of the Red Cross and helps the public health 
and social services in improving the health of the people and 
participates in social activities.

II. BASIC DATA ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION

The date of foundation. — The first Red Cross organizations 
in regions inhabited by Yugoslavs were set up: In Montenegro 
(1876), Serbia (1876), Croatia (1878) and Slovenia (1879). After 
the First World War, a unified organization for the whole of 
Yugoslavia was formed in 1921. The Yugoslav Red Cross was 
revived on May 9th, 1944, on the liberated territory.

Attitude to the State. — The Yugoslav Red Cross is an in
dependent organization whose work is directed by its own organs 
consisting of persons elected by the membership. As the YRC 
activity is generally useful, its activities are regulated by the 
„Law on the Yugoslav Red Cros" of July 17, 1946, which autho
rizes it to perform definite duties and places it under State 
protection.

The YRC fulfils some of tasks independently while carrying 
out others in cooperation with the government authorities. Or.
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the other hand, it participates in the work of the organs of go
vernment in such a way that representatives of the YRC are 
membres of the organ of public management in the fields of 
health, social welfare and education (on the federal, republican, 
district and municipal levels).

Yugoslav Red Cross Organs. — The Yugoslav Red Cross 
organizations are formed in keeping with the administrative 
division of the country, and they exist in the People's Republics, 
in the Autonomous Province and Region, in districts and cities, 
m municipalities as well as the basic subdivisions of the towns 
and villages. The YRC organizations are independent in their work.

The organs of the YRC organizations are assemblies and 
committees. The assemblies cere the highest organs which decide 
about the most important questions and determine the basic 
trends of the organization's activity. The assemblies consist of 
delegates elected at the assemblies of the lower organs, while 
ihe assembly of the basic organizations comprises the entire 
membership.

Between the sesions of two assemblies the work is directed 
by the committees appointed by the assemblies. Wider commit
tees for the conduct of current affairs select from their midst the 
executive committees which have a president, vice-presidents if 
necessary and a secretary.

In 1956, committees existed in 9682 basic organizations in 
1418 municipalities, in 107 districts, in 1 autonomous province, 
in 1 autonomous region, in 6 people's republics, as well as a 
Central Committee, which coordinated the work of the YRC 
organization.

For supervision of the material and financial business the 
assemblies elect control committees.

The Central Assembly of the Yugoslav Red Cross consists 
of members of the Central Committee as well as of delegates 
elected at the assemblies of YRC organizations in the six people's 
republics which are in turn elected at assemlbies of lower orga-
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nizcticns down to the basic ones. The Central Assembly is con
vened every fourth year. The last, Third regular assembly, was 
held in June 1953, when the present Central Committee was 
elected which consists of the President, 3 Vice-Presidents, Secre
tary General and 73 members. The Executive Committee of the 
Central Committee has 12 members in addition to the President, 
3 Vice-Presidents and Secretary General.

The YP.C committees are helped in their work by commis
sions which are expert bodies for study. The commissions are 
consultative bodies whose conclusions are subject to the approval 
of the competent organs of the YRC. The members of the Com
missions are experts who participate cn a voluntary basis. They 
are set up as and when necessary and are organized according 
to the nature of their activity. In 1956 the following commissions 
functioned in various YRC organizations:

— commissions for health education 820
— commissions for combatting tuberculosis 640
— commissions for struggle against alcoholism 305
— commissions for blood transfusion 376
— commissions for Junior Red Cross 387
— commissions for finance 157
— commissions 1er propaganda 142
— commissions for local sanitation 107
— commissions for elemental disasters 18

Personnel. The Yugoslav Red Cross organizations carry out 
their activities, through their organs who determine and fulfil 
their tasks thanks to the work of a large number of members 
volunteers. Besides this there exists a permanent, professional 
apparatus of of paid officials and employees, for the purpose of 
ensuring a better and continued implementation of the decisions 
of the YRC organs. The number of renumerated persons is insig-
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niiicant compared to the number of voluntary workers. In 1957 
the YRC had about 500 persons on the pay roll. The number of 
voluntary workers iluctuates; it is very large and is steadily rising.

The Executive. — The decisions of the Central Committee 
of the YRC and its Executive Committee are implemented by 
the Secretary General who is elected by the Central Committee 
from among its members. The Secretary General of the YRC is 
a doctor of medicine.

III. MEMBERSHIP IN THE ORGANIZATION 
AND SOURCES OF FUNDS

Membership in the YRC is voluntary.
A person becomes a member of the YRC by joining one of 

the basic YRC organizations.
The Junior Red Cross organization is a component part of 

the YRC. Membership in the Junior Red Cross extends until ma
turity (18 years of age).

Number of members: in 1956 there were 1,411,570 adult 
members and 1,180.280 Juniors.

YRC Funds. — The sources of founds are as follows:
1) Membership fee: for adults 5 dinars per month 

for Juniors 1 dinar per month;
2) Tax on cinema tickets, which is collected for the benefit 

of the YRC on the basis of the law (15% of the levied cinema 
turnover tax);

3) 16% of net income of the Yugoslav State Lottery;
4) Proceeds from the collections during the Red Cross Week 

which is organized once a year;
5) Proceeds from the Red Cross stamp sold during the Red 

Cross Week in addition to special postal charges and travelling 
fares. The value of the stamp is 2 dinars;
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6) Sums collected in the course of the Week Against Tu
berculosis by collecting contributions from the public and selling 
seals. The Week ih held once a year and its proceeds are used 
solely for combatting tuberculosis;

7) Income from property, concerts, etc.;
8) Contributions by individual persons and organizations;
9) Subsidies intented for definite tasks;

10) Other special and unforeseen receipts.

IV. SERVICES ON BEHALF OF ARMED FORCES AND VETERANS

In peace-time the Yugoslav Red Cross is not directly en
gaged in activities for the armed forces. However, the whole 
peace-time activity of the YRC, the training of personnel, deve
lopment and training of organizations for the fulfilment of various 
tasks, —  all this enables the YRC to render services to the armed 
forces in case of necessity.

The YRC gives the initiative and actively cooperates with 
the competent institutions and state organs in the work on the 
development and implementation of humanitarian law, the Ge
neva Conventions and all other rules for the protection of the 
victims of war.

In the framework of activities in the social field, the YRC, 
in cooperation with organizations of the Yugoslav Veterans As
sociation and the Association of Invalids extends aid to the war 
disabled.

The Information Bureau of the Central Committee of the 
YRC collects and supplies data about former prisoners of war, 
internees and missing persons or those who had lost connections 
with their families because of the war. Although many years 
have passed since the end of the war, the number of inquiries
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about the missing is still large. The number of applications re
ceived and answers sent was as follows:

Received Sent
1952 11,051 9,551
1953 10,722 11,795
1954 8,650 9,456
1955 9,527 12,126
1956 9.176 10.185

V. ACTIVITIES IN THE HEALTH AND SOCIAL FIELDS

The Yugoslav Red Cross is conducting a programme of the 
health education of adults, youth and children, as one of the basic 
tasks, with the object of raising the health level and consciousness 
of the people, to help in the adoption of healthy habits and thus 
improving the hygienic conditions of life and helping in the fight 
against disease.

The programme of activities in this field is being conducted 
by means of mass propaganda methods such as lectures, films, 
pamphlets, posters — with a view to informing the people, and 
by means of training cadres so that as many people as possible 
could be trained for discovering local health and social problems 
and working for their solution with their own forces. Various 
personnel are being trained at courses organized by the YRC, 
while at seminars trained cadres perfect or review their know
ledge. The following are among the courses: first aid, leaders of 
factory hygiene, active health workers, renewal and completing 
of first aid knowledge, voluntary Red Cross nurses, auxiliary 
surgical nurses, visiting nurses, social workers in the struggle 
against tuberculosis, home nursing of patients, health education 
of young village girls and factory girls. Besides this, the School 
for Nurses of the Central Committee trains highly qualified gra
duated nurses.
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Among these cadres we wish to single out the education 
of village female youth. The need for raising the health level 
and culture is particularly felt in the countryside. The YRC has 
come to the conclusion that its best assistants in the drive for 
improving health conditions in the village will be young girls 
and women and so, in 1952, it took steps for organizing courses 
for them. These courses are permanent, they last for two years 
and are held during the winter months when people are not en
gaged in field work. During 140 lessons including theoretical 
and practical teaching, the village girls and young women get 
basic knowledge about anatomy, physiology, hygiene, epidemio
logy, first aid, nourishment, health protection of expectant mothers 
and small children, information about marriage and family life, 
the nursing of patients, anti-aircraft protection, local sanitation 
as well as about the Red Cross organization.

The teaching has been entrusted mostly to teachers and 
medical personnel who have been trained at seminars and who 
use printed text-books in their work. In the 1952— 1956 period 
about 400.000 village girls finished these courses.

The YRC is endeavouring to engage those who have fi
nished the courses, in the work in its organizations. They join 
other voluntary workers and help the YRC in the fulfilment of 
its tasks in the spheres of health education, the struggle against 
tuberculosis and alcoholism, in extending first aid, in action for 
the sanitation of settlements, on the occasion of elemental di
sasters and in other actions and tasks of the Red Cross.

One of the significant fields of YRC activity is the struggle 
against tuberculosis. The public health service is responsible for 
the treatment of TB patients. Wowever, a succesful struggle 
against this disease is possible only if broad masses of people 
are engaged in it through a social organization. The YRC has 
formed, with this object in view, its Section for struggle against 
tuberculosis, which helps the public health service in the fol
lowing manner:
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1) aid to antituberculosis institutions in discovering and 
visiting patients, as well as in the creation of the auxiliary vi
siting service;

2) direct aid to patients, through giving individual assistance 
in food, in helping them solve their social problems;

3) enlightenment on the need and methods of combatting TB;
4) aid to health service in such actions as vaccination of 

children with the BCG vaccine, general fluorographic exami
nations of the population, etc.;

5) protection of children in case their parents are TB pa
tients by entrusting them to the care of healthy families.

Work in these fields is particularly intensive during the 
Week of Struggle against Tuberculosis which is held once a year.
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1952 20.008 43.381 6.085 370 55 20.992
1953 16.964 24.787 6.817 347 23 8.672
1954 6.370 37.619 8.027 103 47 10.487
1955 4.432 45.167 8.400 56 68 7.369

From 1954 the Yugoslav Red Cross launched the struggle 
against alcoholism using the following methods:

— propaganda and educational work, especially among 
the youth, who are advised to adopt complete abstention;

—■ treatment of alcoholics and social protection of their fa
milies, especially through building up a network of advisory 
Red Cross centres in cities. On July 1, 1957 there were 16 such 
centres;
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— orientation of economy, hotel industry and households 
towards increasing production and consumption of fruit juices 
with the gradual reduction of alcoholic drinks;

— proposing to legislative organs to enact regulations for 
combatting alcoholism.

In 1953 the Yugoslav Red Cross started to develop a signi
ficant activity in the field of blood transfusion — after a  certain 
break. The technical part of this activity, the skilled personnel 
and equipment, are provided by the public health service through 
its institutions and centres, However, the YRC conducts the other 
part of the task which is of great significance. It conducts pro
paganda for winning over for this action the greatest possible 
number of blood donors. The giving of blood in the Federal 
People's Republic of Yugoslavia is exclusively voluntary and free, 
and the Yugoslav Red Cross is endeavouring to ensure in this 
way the necessary blood for meeting the daily needs as well 
as for creating reserves. For this reason, the YRC gives the ini
tiative in discovering blood donors, it prepares plans for tourning 
the country towns, villages, factories, garrisons, conducts pro
paganda among the people, organizes giving of blood (draws 
up the schedule for the coming of blood donors, ensures the 
premises, serves refreshments), its active members help the skilled 
team during the action of giving and transporting of blood. Fi
nally, the YRC maintains connection with the blood donors after 
the giving of blood (by distributing badges, rewards, recognition, 
organizing performances, etc.).

Besides this, the YRC endeavours to accustom the blood 
donors to give their blood regularly — i. e. periodically.

By such activity, the following results have been achieved:

In 1953 66.660 blood donations
In 1954 127.312 blood donations
In 1955 133.868 blood donations
In 1956 130.863 blood donations

458.195 blood donations
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Thanks to this action, 150.143 litres of blood have been col
lected during the 1953— 56 period.

In the framework of the broad activity of the YRC in the 
social field that of the care of children refugees from Greece has 
been continued. Special efforts were made to trace their parents 
and to see that the children rejoin them. Thus 1.715 of these 
children were handed over to their parents or to the nearest re
lations from 1950 to 1st September of 1957. On the other hand, 
574 children refugees from Greece were sent from abroad since 
1955 and were handed over to their relatives in Yugoslavia. Simi
larly the YRC was active in tracing the children „volksdeutch" 
and realizing the programme of bringing together their families. 
As a part of this action, 1937 of these children were sent to their 
parents or nearest relations in the period 1952 — I. IX. 1957.

Social work on behalf of individuals, case work, is con
ducted in the framework of various activities. Assistance which 
the YRC receives from abroad and distributes among those who 
need it, is also one of its important activities. The relief comes 
from national Red Cross Societies, the League of Red Cross So
cieties and the International Committee of the Red Cross, then 
from various governments, the World Council of Churches and 
the Lutheran World Relief, as well as from other donors. This aid 
is distributed in agreement with the donor, in the framework of 
various activities and through the network of local YRC commit
tees who are informed of the situation on their territory and know 
who is most in need of assistance. They also have data on certain 
categories of persons who need special aid, such as TB patients. 
A considerable part of assistance in food is distributed by the 
YRC through school kitchens which it organizes throughout the 
country. At the end of the school year 1956— 7 about 2,000.000 
children received food through about 10.000 kitchenns. The 
number is being increased.

Similarly the YRC receives and distributes aid in connection 
with elemental disasters which have stricken our country several 
times. On the other hand the YRC on several occasions responded
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tc the appeal of the League of Red Cross Societies for extending 
aid to other countries for assistance to victims of elemental and 
other disasters.

An important campaign has been taking place during 1957 
within the framework of the social activity of the YRC.

After the events in Hungary during October and November 
1956 large number of refugees (over 19.000) began to cross over 
into Yugoslavia. The Yugoslav Government and the Yugoslav 
Red Cross made an appeal for foreign aid as the care of these 
refugees and ensuing problems had become such that their so
lution required the assistance and cooperation o: all nations.

The Yugoslav Government entrusted the YRC with the care 
of the refugees concerning food, clothing, the maintenance of 
hygiene in the camps and the social work with them.

In order to facilitate the solution of these problems the YRC 
appealed to the League of Red Cross Societies for help. In its turn, 
the League appealed to the national Societies. In answer to it, 
and in some cases even before, the Societies sent to Yugoslavia 
aid for the Hungarian refugees. Apart from this numerous orga
nizations from various countries likewise sent assistance.

In connection with this assistance the YRC dealt with esta
blishing the needs, informing the donors, the reception of goods, 
their storing and directing to the camps. The Yugoslav Govern
ment, Temporary Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees 
and YRC are responsible, in the form of a  committee, for the di
stribution of the aid received. The YRC has received and directed 
to the refugees considerable quantities of food, clothing, various 
equipment and means of transport.

The social workers of the YRC in the camps endeavoured 
to assist as much as possible the menagement in solving the 
many social problems of the refugees.

The YRC undertook the care of children who had taken 
refuge without their parents, accomodated them in their home, 
and mediated in returning the children to their parents.
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The Central Committee of the YRC has established a regi
ster of the Hungarian refugees who had come to Yugoslavia, a 
copy of which was sent to the International Committee of the 
Red Cross in Geneva.

The YRC provided a personnel of nurses and Red Cross 
voluntary workers who accompanied the refugee transports going 
from Yugoslavia to various other countries.

*
Yugoslav Junior Red Cross. — The basic tasks of the Junior 

Red Cross are the education of children and youth in the spirit of 
health protection, burturing of the idea of comradely aid and 
rapprochement with the youth of other countries. Health edu
cation is conducted through the groups of active health workers 
who care about the maintenance of cleanliness and hygiene and 
strive for the adoption of hygienic habits in schools, through 
courses on elementary hygiene (for the younger), on first aid 
(for the older), on home nursing of patients; further, through 
health campaigns (minor sanitation actions of houses and settle
ments), as well as by participating in actions of the YRC, espe
cially in the struggle against tuberculosis, alcoholism and in re
cruiting voluntary blood donors. The Juniors also take part and 
help in organizing and ensuring hygienic conditions and ex
tending comradely aid in school kitchens. As part of the efforts 
for improving nourishment, the Junior Red Cross sets up school 
gardens, for the purpose of increasing the production and con
sumption of vegetables.

In the 1955—-56 school year there were 3.036 such gardens 
which were cultivated by about 58.000 members of the Junior Red 
Cross.

As part of the mutual aid programme, visits are organized 
to the children's homes and to the homes for the old and infirm, 
parcels are made for patients, performances are organized. The 
Juniors' workshops make toys, drives are organized for collecting 
fruit and vegetables as aid to districts producing insuficient food.
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The following results have been achieved in the implemen
tation of the programme of rapprochement with the Juniors of 
other countries:

School year Albums received Albums se
1952—53 50 37
1953—54 75 90
1954—55 35 +  30* 22 +  30*
1955— 56 28 +  25* 40 +  25*
1956—57 60 47

Further, the Juniors participated at international exhibitions 
(in 1956 at 7 exhibitions), and also organized such an exhibition 
during the Red Cross Week in May 1956. Also important is the 
mutual personal contact through international study centres of 
the Juniors. In 1952 the Junior Red Cross participated in such a 
centre, in 1955 at one, and in 1956 at three. On the other hand it 
organized such a centre in Lokrum near Dubrovnik, from August 
I to 15, 1955, when it rallied 46 participants (Juniors and leaders) 
from 7 countries. All this work contributed to the strengthening 
of ties, rapprochement and creation of friendship with the youth 
of other countries.

The entire activity of the Juniors, of which we enumerated 
only the most important, is developing through the network of 
organizations in schools. In the beginning of 1957 there were 
10.812 basic organizations of the Junior Red Cross.

Publications. —  The YRC publishes the magazine ,,Zdrav 
podmladak" (Healthy Juniors) for Juniors. This publication is 
issued ten times during the year and has a circulation of 45.000 
copies for each issue. For adult members of the YRC, periodicals 
and bulletins are issued by the YRC committees in the people's 
republics.

* In the framework of the „Special Plan''.
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VI. INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The YRC maintains close relations of friendship and coope
ration with other Red Cross organizations in the world as well 
as with other health and social organizations. The YRC is acti
vely developing the spirit of understanding and solidarity, for the 
strengthening of peace in the world.


